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ABSTRACT With the popularity of smart grids, plentiful of smart devices have been put into use, such as

smart meters and power assets. Due to limited computation capabilities and storage spaces of these devices,

the collected data need to be ‘‘outsourced’’ towards the data server for processing and storage. The data

owners, therefore, lose direct control over these ‘‘outsourced’’ data, leading to significant security issues

of the users’ data. In this paper, aiming at solving this problem, we propose a multi-authority Ciphertext

Policy Attribute-based Encryption (CP-ABE) scheme with revocation for the fog-based smart grid system.

Specifically, in order to achieve attribute revocation without requiring users to be always online, we use the

DH (Diffie-Hellman) tree to distribute the group key statelessly, which also solves the problem of collusion

attack initiated by revoked user and valid user. To improve security of our proposed scheme, we remove

the trusted key authority (KA) by using a secure two-party computation (2PC) protocol between the KA

and the cloud service provider to generate user private key. To improve efficiency of our proposed scheme,

we combine user and attribute revocation, and outsource complex calculations to fog nodes. Furthermore,

our proposed scheme uses attribute group key and leaf private key together to protect user proxy key,

which reduces the storage overhead of the system and improves the security. Both security analysis and

experimental results demonstrate that our proposed scheme can balance the security objectives with the

efficiency.

INDEX TERMS CP-ABE scheme, fog computing, revocation, smart grid.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, cloud computing has provided abun-

dant supports for smart grid. For instance, electricity data can

be processed and analyzed in the cloud to regulate electricity

prices based on electricity usage. In order to make the smart

grid more intelligent, a large number of smart terminals are

deployed in order to collect the grid status for the control

center in time [1]. However, these smart terminals, such as

smart meters (SMs), will generate a large amount of data,

resulting in the explosive growth of power consumption data,

thus the current cloud computing paradigm is not sufficient

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Giacomo Verticale.

to meet the heterogeneous, low-latency, and intensive service

requirements [2].

Fog computing is a new paradigm, which has great advan-

tages in real-time processing of massive data because of its

more distributed network architecture [3]. For this reason,

fog-based smart grid system has been proposed to address the

above challenges.With the support of fog nodes, massive data

from different smart meters can be collected and processed at

the edge of the network, and then transmitted to and stored

in cloud. Since all transmissions from the terminal nodes

to the remote cloud cost more than forwarding them to a

nearby fog node, the fog node can be effectively utilized

to provide services with low latency, mobility, and location

awareness [4]. However, since the data are handed over to

fog nodes for processing and stored in cloud, the data will
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be out of control from data owners. The smart grid is an

organization that serves the public. If the user’s data is not

well protected, sensitive information such as user power con-

sumption, phone number, and home address will be leaked,

which will have a negative impact on public safety. Thus,

the security problem of power data has become important in

smart grid [5]. Whereas, existing data access control schemes

in cloud computing cannot be applied to the scenario of fog-

based smart grid, because they cannot meet the requirements

of efficient and convenient communication in a three-layer

network.

To achieve secure and efficient data sharing for fog-

based smart grid, we apply the method of CP-ABE (Cipher-

text Policy Attribute-Based Encryption) [6]. Specifically,

CP-ABE scheme enables the encryptor to define a subset of

attributes required by the decryptor to access the plaintext

data, and encrypt the data with the set of attributes. Therefore,

each user with different attribute sets is allowed to decrypt

different ciphertexts according to the access policy, and it

effectively eliminates the dependence on data storage servers

to prevent unauthorized users from accessing data.

However, there are several challenges in applying CP-ABE

to data sharing systems. In CP-ABE, the key authority (KA)

generates each user’s private key through the KA’s master

private key and that user’s related attribute set. In this way,

the KA no longer needs to process and store public key

certificates like the traditional public key infrastructure (PKI),

which is a key advantage of CP-ABE. However, it must be

guaranteed that the KA is fully trusted, prior to taking the

advantages of CP-ABE. The KA can decrypt each ciphertext

sent to a specific user by generating the user’s private key.

This may be a potential threat to the data security in data

sharing systems. Besides, there are many attributes generated

not by a same KA. In the smart grid, the user’s attributes may

be issued by different authorities [7]. For example, the access

policy of a ciphertext is (‘‘Graduates of Shanghai University

of Electric Power’’ and ‘‘Engineer of State Grid’’). In this

way, only the users who graduated from Shanghai University

of Electric Power and are now employed as engineers by

State Grid can decrypt the message. Shanghai University of

Electric Power is responsible for issuing attributes to students,

while State Grid is responsible for issuing attributes to its

employees.

Another challenge is the revocation problem [8]. Since

smart terminals may join or leave the system at any time,

and their attributes will also be changed frequently, so it

is necessary to revoke or update each attribute to make the

system safe. This problem is more challenging in CP-ABE

because each attribute can be shared by multiple users, which

means that revoking any user in a attribute group affects all

users in that group. Re-encrypting all affected ciphertext will

incur unbearable overhead on users, so the revocation is a

bottleneck in CP-ABE scheme. On the other hand, due to the

nature of wireless networks, mobile users may suffer from

transient connections, which can not guarantee the contin-

uous availability of the system. Therefore, when revocation

occurs, it is impossible for users to update their private keys

online at all times.

System overhead is also a problem in applying CP-ABE

scheme [9], because CP-ABE scheme requires high compu-

tation overhead during performing encryption and decryption

operations. On the client side, many smart terminal devices

such as smartmeters have significantly limited onboardmem-

ory, processors, lifetime, and available network bandwidth

compared to desktop computers. Hence, any protocol that

provides additional security should not impose heavy costs

on end users.

In order to address the above challenges, this paper pro-

poses a multi-authority CP-ABE scheme with revocation,

which removes the fully trusted authority center and is

lightweight on the user side. The main contributions of this

paper are three-fold:

• First, based on the attribute revocation scheme in the

cloud [10], we design a new multi-authority CP-ABE

scheme with revocation for the fog-based smart grid

system. Particularly, we propose for the first time to

construct a DH tree to distribute attribute group keys

without requiring users to be always online. By this

manner, the problem, can not resist collusion attack,

in [10] is solved.

• Second, in order to improve the efficiency, we combine

two granular revocation schemes and outsource complex

calculations to fog nodes without revealing user data.

To improve the security, we remove the fully trusted

authority center in our scheme by a secure two-party

computation (2PC) protocol. Besides, we associate the

leaf private key with the user proxy key, without the need

for the fog node to check the version of the leaf private

key for all of the user’s attributes. This not only reduces

the storage overhead of our scheme, but also improves

the security of our scheme.

• Third, through the security analysis, our scheme can

achieve data confidentiality, forward and backward

security, and resist collusion attack. Experiments and

performance results show that it only generates a small

overhead on the user side.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we

discuss the related work in Section II, and introduce the

system model and security requirements in Section III. Then,

we describe some preliminaries in Section IV. In Section V,

we present our scheme, followed by security analysis and

performance analysis in Section VI and Section VII, respec-

tively. Finally, we draw our conclusion in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

To achieve secure and flexible fine-grained access control,

Sahai and Waters first introduce the concept of ABE [11],

in which data owners can share their private data with

prospective users without knowing their exact public

key or identity. And the ABE scheme is mainly divided

into two categories: Key Policy Attribute-based Encryption

(KP-ABE) [12] and Ciphertext Policy Attribute-based
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Encryption (CP-ABE) [6]. In KP-ABE scheme, access struc-

tures are specified in the private key, and attributes are used to

describe ciphertext. Whereas the roles of the ciphertext and

the key are reversed in CP-ABE scheme, where ciphertext is

encrypted using an access policy selected by the encryptor,

but the key is simply created relative to user’s attribute set.

Between these two methods, CP-ABE is more suitable for

data sharing systems because it gives access policy decisions

to the data owner. Thus in this paper, we will only consider

CP-ABE scheme.

A. KEY AUTHORITY

All of the previous work described above only consid-

ers the case where all attributes are monitored by a sin-

gle privilege. However, as we mentioned in Section I, one

might want to divide the control of various attributes into

many different authorities. Chase [13] proposes a multi-

authority ABE scheme, which transfers the generation of

private keys to multiple authorities to complete together.

Ramesh and Priya [14], Fan et al. [15] propose a multi-

authority CP-ABE scheme, in which every attribute authority

should register itself to the KA, the KA then assigns a unique

global authority identity AID to each legitimate attribute

authority. After that, the attribute authority uses its AID to

generate the attribute key for users. However, these schemes

are still not ideal because they require a fully trusted authority

center. Chase and Chow [16] propose a distributed ABE

scheme, which removes the fully trusted authority center in

multi-authority systems. One disadvantage of this fully dis-

tributed approach is that all attribute authorities should com-

municate with other authorities in the system to generate user

private keys. As a result, performance degradation is caused.

Nirmalrani et al. [17] propose a CP-ABE scheme, which

removes the fully trusted authority center in single-authority

systems. Therefore, we believe that designing an effective

and secure multi-authority ABE scheme without a fully

trusted authority center is still a very important problem,

which is one of the problems we will try to solve in this

paper.

B. REVOCATION

Recently, several CP-ABE schemes that can deal with revo-

cation problems have been proposed. There are two granu-

lar revocation mechanisms, fine-grained attribute revocation

and coarse-grained user revocation. Attribute-level revoca-

tion means that when a user loses some attributes, he can

still access data as long as the remaining attributes satisfy the

access policy. User-level revocation means that when a user

is revoked, he loses all access rights.

Boldyreva et al. [18] and Pirretti et al. [19] propose some

attribute-revocable ABE schemes, they realize the revocation

by adding an expiration time to each attribute. However,

in these schemes, new users may be able to access the pre-

vious data encrypted before they join the system until the

data is re-encrypted by using the newly updated attribute

key periodically. On the other hand, the revoked user can

still access the encrypted data until the next expiration time,

even if he no longer holds the attribute. To realize real-time

revocation, Zhang et al. [8] propose a attribute-revocable

CP-ABE schemes in fog by sending valid key update mes-

sages to the unrevoked users. However, their scheme requires

all users to be online all the time to update group keys, and

the communication overhead will become the performance

bottleneck of this large-scale system. Hur and Noh [10], [17]

provide a simple way to revoke attribute by combining

CP-ABE with re-encryption. In their scheme, all users with

the same attributes belong to a group, and hold the group key

published by the group. The ciphertext will be re-encrypted

by the group key, and the group key will be stored in head

message implicitly. Thus, users can obtain the latest version

of group keys from head messages without always be online.

However, their scheme can not resist the collusion attack

initiated by the valid user and the revoked user in a group.

Because each user of the same attribute group has the same

group key.

Yu et al. [20] and Fan et al. [15] propose a user-revocable

scheme in ABE-based data sharing system. In this scheme,

user revocation is implemented using proxy re-encryption

of the data server. In order to revoke the user, the KA not

only generates a user private key for the user, but also gen-

erates a proxy key for the data server, and the data server

re-encrypts the ciphertext with the proxy key. When user

revocation occurs, the data server will delete the proxy key

of the user, thus the revoked user cannot decrypt the cipher-

text. However, the problem that KA must be fully trusted in

these schemes cannot be avoided, because the KA manages

the private key of all users and the proxy key of the data

server.

C. OUTSOURCING

Teng et al. [9], [21] propose some ABE schemes with

constant-size ciphertext to reduce the computation cost in

encryption and decryption. In order to further reduce the

computing cost of resource-constrained devices, some cryp-

tographic operations with high computation overhead can be

outsourced to data servers. The fog node is one of the best

agents to perform outsourcing services for users, because it

is the edge of the cloud, and closer to the end user. Thus

it can be used to reduce the computation overhead required

for resource-constrained devices. Some CP-ABE schemes

with outsourcing have been proposed recently [8], [22], [23].

Zhang et al. [8] construct a CP-ABE scheme with encryption

and decryption outsourcing. In the encryption phase of this

scheme, the data owner first performs partial encryption inde-

pendent of access policy, and then uses semi-trusted proxy

to perform encryption related to access policy. In decryption

phase, the user sends the proxy key to the semi-trusted proxy

to performmost attribute-related decryption operations, leav-

ing only a constant number of simple calculations for the user.

Because of outsourcing, the demand for computing power

of user terminals is low, so that more resource-limited smart

terminals can have longer lifecycle.
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TABLE 1. Symbols.

FIGURE 1. System model under consideration.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, we formalize the system model and system

security requirements. Some symbols used in this paper are

described in Table 1.

A. SYSTEM MODEL

In smart grid, residential customers equipped with smart

meters (SMs) generate a large amount of power consumption

data that needs to be stored in the smart grid operation center,

also known as cloud service provider (CSP) in our system

model, they are data owners. After that, the user authorized by

the data owner, such as the grid administrator, will access the

stored power consumption data for analysis and adjustment.

In this paper, we mainly focus on how to store and access

power consumption data in a privacy-preserving manner.

Specifically, we consider a network framework for smart grid

as shown in Fig. 1, there exist the following six entities: Key

Authority (KA), Attribute Authorities (AAs), Cloud Service

Provider (CSP), Fog Nodes (FN), Data Owners (DO), and

End Users (EU).

• KA: It is responsible for generating personalized user

private keys with the CSP and proxy keys with AAs. It is

also responsible for managing attribute groups, generating

attribute group keys and head messages. In addition, the

KA stores the proxy key for users, when user revocation

occurs, it will remove the corresponding proxy key. It is

assumed to be honest-but-curious. That is, it will honestly

execute the assigned tasks in the system, but is curious about

users’ privacy data.

• AAs: Each AA is responsible for managing different

attribute domains, which are a subset of the system attribute

set. Also each AA is responsible for generating proxy keys

with the KA for users within its administration domain. They

are assumed to be honest-but-curious.

• CSP: It provides a series of services including data

storage and access. In addition to generating personalized

user private keys with the KA, it also stores ciphertext, head

messages, and is responsible for updating ciphertext. It is

assumed to be honest-but-curious.

• FN: Each fog node is connected to the cloud server and is

a ‘‘bridge’’ between the user and the cloud server. It is respon-

sible for providing outsourcing services to users: helping

users to perform complex partial encryption and decryption

operations. They are assumed to be honest-but-curious.

• DO: They have a large amount of data to be stored in the

cloud. They are responsible for defining access policy and

partially encrypting data before outsourcing it.

• EU: They want to access ciphertext stored in the cloud.

When a valid user whose attributes satisfy the access policy

in the ciphertext, he can decrypt the ciphertext.

B. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

• Data confidentiality: unauthorized users who are not

defined by the data owner as expected visitors should be

prevented from accessing the data. In addition, the honest but

curious KA, AAs, CSP, and FN should be prevented from

unauthorized access to ciphertext.

• Collusion resistance: multiple unauthorized users may

work together to decrypt a ciphertext that none of them

can decrypt alone [24]. Our access system is required to be

secured against such collusion attacks. In addition, collusion

attacks initiated by revoked users and valid users in the same

attribute group should also be defended.

•Forward security and backward security: backward secu-

rity means that any user who obtains an attribute to satisfy

the access policy should be prevented from accessing the

previous data distributed before he holds the attribute. On the

other hand, forward security means that unless the other valid

attributes he holds still satisfy the access policy, any user who

revokes the attributes should be prevented from accessing the

data distributed after he revokes the attributes.

IV. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we briefly recall four basic building blocks

used in our proposed scheme, namely the access structure [6],

the bilinear pairing [25], the tree-based group DH key [26],

and the CP-ABE scheme without the fully trusted authority

center [17].

A. ACCESS STRUCTURE

Let {P1,P2, . . . ,Pn} be a set of parties. For ∀B,C : if B ∈ A

and B ⊆ C , then C ∈ A, the collection A ⊆ 2{P1,P2,...,Pn}

is monotone. An access structure A is a collection of

nonempty subsets of {P1,P2, . . . ,Pn}. The sets in A are

called the authorized sets, and the sets not in A are called the
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unauthorized sets. In CP-ABE schemes, the role of the parties

is determined by the attributes. In our scheme, private keys are

bound to attribute sets and messages are encrypted through

access trees.

1) ACCESS TREE T

Let T be a tree expressing an access policy. Each leaf node

in the tree is expressed by an attribute and a threshold value

kx = 1. λx represents the attribute associated with the leaf

node in the tree. Each non-leaf node in the tree is expressed by

a threshold gate and its children. numx denotes the number of

children of node x, and kx denotes the threshold value of node

x, where 0 < kx ≤ numx . The children of a non-leaf node are

enumerated from 1 to numx . The function index(x) returns the

number of node x, where the index value is uniquely assigned

to the node in the access policy.

2) SATISFYING AN ACCESS TREE

Assume T is an access tree with root R, Tx represents the

subtree for T rooted in the node x. Therefore T can be

represented as TR. If attribute set S satisfies the access tree Tx ,

it is denoted as Tx(S) = 1. Tx(S) is recursively calculated

as follows: if x is a non-leaf node, we compute Tz(S) for all

children z of node x. Tx(S) outputs 1 if and only if at least kx
children return 1. If x is a leaf node, then Tx(S) outputs 1 if

and only if λx ∈ S.

B. BILINEAR PAIRING

Let G and GT be two cyclic groups with the same prime

order p. A map e : G × G → GT is a bilinear map if it

satisfies the following properties:

1) Bilinearity: for any g1, g2 ∈ G and a, b ∈ Zp, it has

e(ga1, g
b
2) = e(g1, g2)

ab.

2) Nondegeneracy: e(g1, g2) 6= 1.

3) Computability: e(g1, g2) can be efficiently computed.

C. TREE-BASED GROUP DH KEY

Let G be a cyclic group generated by g with the prime order

p, and ι : G → Z∗
p be an injection. Then, the tree-based group

key is defined as follows:

1) Assume nodes X and Y respectively have their public-

private key pairs (pk = gx ∈ G, sk = x ∈ Z∗
p ) and (pk =

gy ∈ G, sk = y ∈ Z∗
p ), as shown in Fig. 2.

2) When nodes X and Y form a tree-based group {X ,Y },

both of them can compute the group private key sk = ι(gxy) ∈

Z∗
p with their private keys, and compute the group public key

pk = gι(gxy) ∈ G. For more details, please refer to [26].

D. THE CP-ABE SCHEME WITHOUT THE FULLY TRUSTED

AUTHORITY CENTER

Since the KA is semi-trusted, it should be prevented from

accessing the plaintext of the data to be shared. At the same

time, it should still be able to issue keys to users. In order

to achieve this somewhat contradictory requirement, the KA

and the CSP use their own master private key to participate

FIGURE 2. Tree-based group DH key technique.

in the arithmetic 2PC protocol, and issue independent key

components to users in the key generation phase. The

2PC protocol prevents them from knowing each other’s mas-

ter private keys so that they cannot generate the user’s whole

set of keys alone.The CP-ABE scheme without a fully trusted

authority center consists of the following phases:

1) SYSTEM INITIALIZATION

This phase is divided into three sub-phases.

i) The trusted initializer takes a security parameter as input.

It outputs a public parameter Param.

ii) The KA takes nothing as input. It outputs its master

public and private key pair PKKA, MKKA.

iii) The CSP takes nothing as input. It outputs its master

public and private key pair PKCSP, MKCSP.

2) KEY GENERATION

This phase is also divided into three sub-phases.

i) The KA and the CSP engage in the arithmetic secure

2PC protocol to generate the user private key. The KA takes

as input its master private key MKKA and a user identity uid ,

and gets nothing as output. The CSP takes as input its master

private key MKCSP and a user identity uid , and then gets the

key component SKC,uid as output.

ii) The KA takes as input the attribute set S1 of a user uid ,

it outputs the key component SKK ,uid .

iii) The user uid gets SKC,uid form the CSP, and gets

SKK ,uid from the KA, then it gets the whole private key SKuid
by combining the two key components.

3) ENCRYPTION

The data owner takes the public parameter Param, a mes-

sage M , and an access tree T as input. It outputs a cipher-

text CT that only the user whose attribute set satisfies the

access policy can decrypt.

4) DECRYPTION

The data user takes as input the public parameter Param,

a ciphertext CT , and a whole private key SKuid . If the user’s

attribute set S1 satisfies the access tree T embedded in theCT ,

then it decrypts the ciphertext successfully and returns M .

V. PROPOSED CP-ABE SCHEME

As an improved multi-authority CP-ABE scheme with revo-

cation mechanism and calculation outsourcing, our proposed
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scheme mainly includes five phases, namely system initial-

ization, key generation, encryption, decryption, and revo-

cation mechanism. To eliminate trusted third-party issues,

our scheme will generate user private keys in an interactive

way. One of the sub-phases of key generation is to generate

attribute group keys, the DH tree method will be adopted

to solve the problem of collusion attack in the scheme [10].

Furthermore, our proposed scheme outsources complex oper-

ations to fog nodes, so the encryption and decryption phases

are naturally divided into two parts: local operation and out-

sourcing operation.

A. SYSTEM INITIALIZATION

Without loss of generality, we assume there is a trust ini-

tializer who will initialize the whole system. Specifically,

by taking a security parameter κ as input, the true initializer

outputs a 5-tuple (p,G,GT , g, e), where p is a κ-bit prime

number, G and GT are two groups with the same order p,

g ∈ G is a generator, and e : G×G → GT is a nondegenerated

and efficiently computable bilinear map. It also selects h ∈ G

at random and a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
p . It outputs

the public parameter as Param = {G,GT , e,H , g, h}. The

KA selects α ∈ Z∗
p at random, and outputs the master public

and private key pair as (PKKA = gα,MKKA = α). The CSP

selects β ∈ Z∗
p at random, and outputs the master public and

private key pair as
(
PKCSP = e (g, g)β ,MKCSP = gβ

)
.

B. KEY GENERATION

The KA and the CSP use their ownmaster private keys to par-

ticipate in a secure 2PC protocol to generate the user private

key, and the 2PC protocol prevents them from knowing each

other’s master private keys so that they cannot generate the

user private key alone. In addition, the KA is also responsible

for generating the user proxy key and the attribute group

key.

1) GENERATE USER PRIVATE KEY

The user private key generation protocol is as follows:

i) TheKA selects a globally unique uid and r ∈ Z∗
p for each

legitimate user, which should be consistent for any further

attribute additions to the user. Then, the KA and the CSP

participate in a secure 2PC protocol where the KA’s private

input is (α, r) and the CSP’s private input is β. The private

output of the secure 2PC protocol is x = (β + r) α mod p,

which is returned to the CSP. This can be done via a general

secure 2PC protocol for a simple arithmetic computation [16],

[27]. Alternatively, we can do this more efficiently using the

construction in [28].

ii) The CSP randomly selects τ ∈ Z∗
p and computes A =

g
x
τ = g

(β+r)α
τ . Then it sends A to the KA.

iii) The KA computes B = A
1

α2 = g
β+r
τα , then sends B to

the CSP.

iv) The CSP outputs user private key as SKuid ={
D = g

β+r
α

}
, and sends it to the user.

2) GENERATE USER PROXY KEY

The KA cooperates with attribute authorities to participate in

the proxy key generation algorithm. This algorithm takes the

user’s attribute set as input and outputs the user proxy key.

i) The KA randomly selects ε ∈ Z∗
p , and computes n = gr ,

D′ = grhε, D′′ = gε. Then the KA sends n to the relevant

attribute authorities.

ii) The attribute authorities select a random number rj ∈ Z∗
p

for the managed attribute λj, and compute Dj = n · H
(
λj

)rj ,
D′
j = grj . Then they send

(
Dj,D

′
j

)
to the KA.

iii) Then the whole user proxy key is:

SKpx,uid =
{
D′ = grhε,D′′ = gε,

∀λj ∈ S1 : Dj = gr · H
(
λj

)rj ,D′
j = grj

}
.

The user proxy key will be updated in the next step.

3) GENERATE ATTRIBUTE GROUP KEY

The KA generates attribute groups
{
Gj, ∀λj ∈ S

}
. For exam-

ple, if the attributes of u1, u2, u3 are {λ1, λ2, λ3}, {λ2, λ3},

{λ1, λ3} respectively, the KA generates G1 = {u1, u3}, G2 =

{u1, u2}, G3 = {u1, u2, u3}. Then, the KA generates a group

key for each attribute group as follows:

First, the leaf private key cuid ∈ Z∗
p is generated for each

user in the group and sent to the user, the KA updates

SKpx,uid =
{
D′ = grhε,D′′ = gε,

∀λj ∈ S1 : Dj = gr · H
(
λj

)rj ,D′
j =

(
grj

)cuid} .

and stores the updated user proxy key.

Then, a DH tree is constructed for each attribute as follows:

i) Each user’s leaf private key is assigned to the leaf node

of the tree.

ii) Calculate the non-leaf node private key. If the private

keys of two children are x and y, the private key of this non-

leaf node is nk = ι(gxy).

iii) Calculate the attribute group key. The attribute group

key is the private key of the tree root.

Finally, the KA sends (uid,Hdr) to the CSP, whereHdr ={
∀λj ∈ S1 : copathj

}
. S1 is a collection of a user’s attributes,

copath is the list of public keys of sibling nodes along its

path. For example, the user u0’s copath is a collection of all

the public keys of box nodes in Fig. 3. The red line is the

path from the leaf node to the root node. To compute the

attribute group key, we must know one leaf private key cj, and

all public keys in its copath. In addition, the number of leaf

nodes in the tree must be 2m, wherem ∈ N ∗. If the number of

users in an attribute group is not 2m, then the remaining leaf

nodes are also assigned the elements in Z∗
p . When a new user

joins the attribute group (the user obtains the attribute), one of

the remaining leaf private keys is distributed to the new user.

C. ENCRYPTION

Before being uploaded to the CSP, a file M is processed with

the following steps:
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FIGURE 3. The copath of u0 is a collection of public keys of box nodes.

i) The DO selects a content key ck at random, and

encryptsM with ck by using the symmetric encryption algo-

rithm. The result is denoted as Eck (M).

ii) The DO defines an access structure T , selects s ∈ Z∗
p

at random and computes C = gαs, C0 = gs, C1 = hs, then

outputs the ciphertext as:

CT1 =
{
T ,Eck (M ), C̃ = ck · e(g, g)βs,C = gαs,C0 = gs,

C1 = hs
}
,

and sends CT1 to the appointed fog node.

iii) After receiving CT1, fog nodes perform attribute-

related calculations for users. For the access tree T , fog nodes

select a polynomial qx for each node x in a top-down manner.

The degree dx of qx is one less than the threshold value kx ,

so we can get the value of dx by dx = kx − 1.

Starting from the root node R, fog nodes select a random

s1 ∈ Z∗
p and set qR(0) = s1, and then randomly choose

dR other points of qR to define it completely. For any other

node x, they set qx(0) = qparent(x)(index(x)), and then select

dx other points randomly to define qx completely. Then the

ciphertext CT is constructed as:

CT =
{
T ,Eck (M ), C̃,C,C ′ = gs1 · gs,C ′′ = hs1 · hs,{

∀y ∈ Y : Cy = gqy(0),C ′
y = H (λy)

qy(0)
}}

,

where Y is the set of attributes associating with leaf nodes of

T .

Finally, fog nodes perform re-encryption. For all Gy ∈ G,

fog nodes ask the KA for the attribute group key Kλy and then

use it to re-encrypt CT to generate:

CT ′ =
{
T ,Eck (M ), C̃,C,C ′ = gs1 · gs,C ′′ = hs1 · hs,{

∀y ∈ Y : Cy = gqy(0),C ′
y = (H (λy)

qy(0))Kλy

}}
.

D. DECRYPTION

The decryption algorithm includes two sub-algorithms: a

group key algorithm and a message decryption algorithm.

The message decryption algorithm is further divided into two

sub-algorithms: an outsourcing sub-algorithm performed by

fog nodes and a local sub-algorithm performed by users.

When a user needs to access data, the CSP sends CT ′ to

the appointed fog node and sends Hdr to the user. Then the

KA checks whether the user’s proxy key is deleted. If not,

the KA will send SKpx,uid to the user.

1) GROUP KEY ALGORITHM

After receiving the head message Hdr from the CSP, the user

uses his own leaf private key cuid and the copath in the

head message to calculate group keys of all attributes of

him. If ut ∈ Gj, then the user has a valid leaf private key

ct , and the group key is calculated by iteratively perform-

ing an exponentiation operation with the public keys in the

copath. Then the user updates the proxy key with the leaf

private keys and the attribute group keys as: SK ′
px,uid ={

D′,D′′, ∀λj ∈ S1 : Dj,D
′
j = (grj)

cuid
Kλj

·cuid

}
.

The user sends the updated proxy key SK ′
px,uid to the

appointed fog node.

2) MESSAGE DECRYPTION ALGORITHM

This algorithm is divided into two parts: the decryption per-

formed by fog nodes and the decryption performed by users.

i) Decryption performed by fog nodes.

Fog nodes define the recursive algorithm

Fog.DecryptNode(CT ′, SK ′
px,uid , x) as:

a) If x is a leaf node. Let λj = att(x), if λj /∈ S1, then

Fog.DecryptNode(CT ′, SK ′
px,uid , x) = null. Else, then:

Fog.DecryptNode(CT ′, SK ′
px,uid , x)

=
e(Dx ,Cx)

e(D′
x ,C

′
x)

=
e(gr · H (λx)

rx , gqx (0))

e((grx )−Kλx , (H (λx)qx (0))
Kλx )

= e(g, g)rqx (0).

b) If x is a non-leaf node. For all children nodes z of x,

fog nodes perform Fz = Fog.DecryptNode(CT ′, SK ′
px,uid , z).

If less than kx children nodes satisfy Fz 6= null, then Fx =

null. Else, Fx is calculated as:

Fx =
∏

z∈Sx

F
1j,S′

x (0)
z

=
∏

z∈Sx

(e(g, g)rqz(0))
1j,S′

x (0)

=
∏

z∈Sx

(e(g, g)rqparent(z)(index(z)))
1j,S′

x (0)

=
∏

z∈Sx

(e(g, g)rqx (j))
1j,S′

x (0)

= e(g, g)rqx (0),

where j = index(z) and S ′
x = {index(z) : z ∈ Sx}.

Then fog nodes call functions on the root node R of T .

If users’ attribute collections S1 satisfy T , fog nodes get:

FR = Fog.DecryptNode(CT ′, SK ′
px,uid ,R)

= e(g, g)rqR(0)

= e(g, g)rs1 .
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Fog nodes also compute:

A′ =
e(D′,C ′)

e(D′′,C ′′)
=
e(grhε, gs1 · gs)

e(gε, hs1 · hs)
= e(g, g)r(s1+s)

and B′ = A′/FR = e(g, g)rs. Finally, fog nodes generates:

CT p =
{
Eck (M ), C̃ = ck · e(g, g)βs,C = gαs,B′

}
.

ii) Decryption performed by users.

After receiving CT p from fog nodes, users calculate ck as:

C̃ · B′

e(D,C)
=
ck · e(g, g)βs · e(g, g)rs

e(g
β+r
α , gαs)

= ck.

Thus, Eck (M ) can be decrypted with ck by applying the

symmetric decryption algorithm.

E. REVOCATION MECHANISM

1) USER REVOCATION

When the user revocation occurs, we do not need to update

group keys and re-encrypt the ciphertext. The only thing we

need to do is delete the revoked user’s SKpx,uid stored in the

KA. Without SKpx,uid , the appointed fog node can no longer

perform partial decryption for the revoked user. Therefore,

the revoked user cannot decrypt the ciphertext.

2) ATTRIBUTE REVOCATION

When the attribute revocation occurs, the KA updates the

attribute group and changes the attribute group key for the

attribute which is affected by the membership change. Sup-

pose the attribute λj of the user u4 is revoked, as shown

in Fig. 4, the proxy key and ciphertext is updated as follows:

i) The KA selects a new leaf private key c′4 for user u4, then

calculates the updated copath′ and the updated attribute group

key K ′
λj
. Then the KA sends

{
∀uid ∈ G (j) : λj, copath

′
}
and

K ′
λj

Kλj
to the CSP, but do not send the updated leaf private

key c′4 to the user u4. The KA updates the proxy key as:

SKpx,uid =
{
D′,D′′,Dj = gr · H

(
λj

)rj ,D′
j =

(
grj

)c′uid ,

∀λi ∈ S1 \
{
λj

}
: Di = gr · H (λi)

ri ,D′
i=

(
gri

)cuid } .

ii) For all users in Gj, the CSP updates their Hdr as{
copath′

j, ∀λi ∈ S1 \
{
λj

}
: copathi

}
, then selects a random

s′ ∈ Z∗
p and updates ciphertext as:

CT ′ =
{
T ,Eck (M ), C̃ = ck · e(g, g)β(s+s

′),C = gα(s+s′),

C ′ = g(s1+s
′) · g(s+s

′),C ′′ = h(s1+s
′) · h(s+s

′),

Cj = gqj(0)+s
′

,C ′
j = (H (λj)

qj(0)+s
′

)
K ′

λj ,

∀y ∈ Y \{j} : Cy=gqy(0)+s
′

,C ′
y= (H (λy)

qy(0)+s
′

)Kλy

}
.

After that, when a user accesses for the data, the CSP

responds with the updated ciphertext CT ′ and the updated

head message Hdr .

The user u4 cannot get the value of the updated leaf private

key c′4, he cannot calculate the updated attribute group key,

FIGURE 4. The attribute λj of u4 is revoked.

thus the attribute λj of u4 is revoked. Moreover, the user u4
cannot initiate a collusion attack with other users in the

attribute group, because no user in the attribute group knows

the value of the updated leaf private key c′4, whereas the user

proxy key is bound to the latest version of the user leaf private

key. Therefore, this revocation mechanism is anti-collusion

attack.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we will analyze the security of the proposed

scheme in terms of data confidentiality, collusion tolerance,

forward security, and backward security.

• The proposed scheme can achieve data confidentiality.

The proposed scheme can protect the confidentiality of out-

sourced data against illegal users. The attributes of illegal

users can not satisfy the access policy in ciphertext, so they

cannot recover the intermediate value e(g, g)rs1 in the decryp-

tion process. On the other hand, when a user is revoked,

the KA will delete his proxy key. Without the proxy key,

he could not recover the intermediate value either. At the

same time, when the user revokes some attributes, he cannot

decrypt the ciphertext unless his other attributes still satisfy

the access policy. In order to decrypt the attribute λx , for

node x, the user needs to pair the C ′
x from the ciphertext

with the D′
x from its proxy key. However, C ′

x is bound to the

attribute group key Kλx , so the user who has been revoked

cannot calculate the value of e (g, g)r ·qx (0), and he cannot

recover the intermediate value e(g, g)rs1 . In addition, since

the KA, the CSP, the FN, and attribute authorities are semi-

trusted, outsourced data should also be kept secret from them.

In our scheme, the CSP issues the user a personalized private

key by performing a secure 2PC protocol with the KA. This

key generation protocol discourages the two parties to obtain

each other’s master private key. Therefore, the KA and the

CSP cannot get enough information to decrypt the ciphertext.

Although the KA and the FN can get the users’ proxy keys,

they can only obtain partially decrypted ciphertext. If there is

no appointed user’s private key, the KA and the FN can not

further decrypt the ciphertext. And any attribute authority that

attempts to forge the user proxy key will not succeed, because

in the process of generating the attribute group key, the
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KA will update the proxy key as:

SKpx,uid =
{
D′ = grhε,D′′ = gε,

∀λj ∈ S1 : Dj = gr · H
(
λj

)rj ,D′
j =

(
grj

)cuid} .

During the decryption process, the user will update the proxy

key as:

SK ′
px,uid =

{
D′,D′′, ∀λj ∈ S1 : Dj,D

′
j = (grj)

cuid
Kλj

·cuid

}
.

Thus, in the decryption phase, the proxy key forged by the

attribute authority cannot be successfully updated, and then

the ciphertext cannot be successfully decrypted. Besides,

even if the attribute authority can get the user’s proxy

key, it cannot decrypt the ciphertext successfully without

appointed user’s private key. Therefore, the data confiden-

tiality against the semi-trusted CSP, FN, KA, and attribute

authorities is also guaranteed.

• The proposed scheme is resistant to the collusion attack.

The proposed scheme is also secure against the collusion

attack. Suppose some collusive users can get all the attributes

needed for decryption, they cannot successfully decrypt the

ciphertext. Since when generating the private key, the KA

selects different r for each user, and each user’s Dj = gr ·

H (λj)
rj is different. As a result, each unauthorized user of

all colluders can only calculate the value e(g, g)rqx (0) of each

corresponding node x, but can not jointly calculate e(g, g)rs1 .

In addition, supposeGi = {a, b}.When the attribute i of the

user a is revoked, the attribute i of the user b is not revoked,

user a and user b initiate a collusion attack. However, since

neither user a nor user b knows the updated leaf private key

c′a, even if user a can request the updated attribute group key

K ′
λi

of attribute i from user b, the user proxy key cannot be

correctly updated as follows:

SK ′
px,uid =



D

′,D′′,Di = gr · H (λi)
vi ,D′

i = (gvi )

c′a
K ′

λi
·ca

,

∀λj ∈ S \ {i} : Dj = gr · H (λj)
vj ,D′

j = (gvj )

ca
Kλj

·ca

}
.

As a result, the ciphertext cannot be decrypted correctly.

Therefore, our scheme can resist against collusion attacks

initiated by revoked users and valid users in the same attribute

group.

• The proposed scheme can achieve forward security and

backward security. The proposed scheme also guarantees

backward security for users who obtain an attribute, and

forward security for users who drop an attribute. In our

scheme, when the user gets a new attribute, he and other

valid attribute group members will get the updated attribute

group key, and he will get the new attribute related key. The

ciphertext components corresponding to the attributesC ′
y will

also be re-encrypted with the updated attribute group key, and

all of the ciphertext components encrypted with the secret

value s and s1 will be re-encrypted by the CSP with a new

random selected secret value s′. In this way, the previous

ciphertext associated with the old attribute group key cannot

TABLE 2. Symbols used in comparison.

be decrypted, even if the user stores the previous ciphertext.

And if the user wants to decrypt e (g, g)βs from the current

ciphertext and then decrypt the C̃ of the previous ciphertext

to get ck , he will not succeed. Because the user can only

decrypt e(g, g)r(s+s
′) from the current ciphertext, he can not

further decrypt e(g, g)βs, because the e(g, g)βs in the current

ciphertext is protected by s′. Therefore, the forward security

of outsourced data is guaranteed.

On the other hand, when a user drops an attribute (his

remaining valid attributes no longer satisfy the access pol-

icy), the corresponding attribute group key will be updated

and transmitted to other valid users excluding this user. The

ciphertext components corresponding to the attributes will

also be re-encrypted with the updated attribute group key,

and all of the ciphertext components encrypted with the

secret value s and s1 will be re-encrypted by the CSP with

a new random selected secret value s′. Because the user does

not know the updated attribute group key, he can no longer

decrypt the corresponding node of the attribute. Even if the

user calculates the value of e(g, g)βs and stores it before

revoking the attribute, he can not decrypt the updated cipher-

text. Because e(g, g)βs of the updated ciphertext is protected

by s′. Therefore, backward security of outsourced data can

also be guaranteed.

VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we first summarize the functional features

of some CP-ABE schemes in Table 3. Then, we compare

our scheme with Zhang’s scheme [8], Hur’s scheme [10],

Hur’s improved scheme [17], and Chen’s scheme [29] in

terms of communication, storage overhead, and computation

cost in Table 4, Table 5, and Table 6. Figure 5 shows our

experimental results. The explanation of the symbols used in

the above comparisons is shown in Table 2.

A. FUNCTIONAL FEATURES COMPARISON

Table 3 compares the functional features of some CP-ABE

schemes in the cloud and fog computing.

As can be seen from Table 3, compared to Fan’s scheme,

Zhang’s scheme outsources the complex encryption oper-

ations to fog nodes, further reduces the burden on users
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TABLE 3. Functional features comparison.

TABLE 4. Comparison of communication overhead.

TABLE 5. Comparison of storage overhead.

TABLE 6. Comparison of computation overhead on users.

and realizes a finer-grained attribute revocation. However

Zhang’s scheme requires users to update their private keys

online from time to time, which does not meet the needs of

the actual environment. Hur’s scheme proposes a stateless

attribute revocation scheme in the cloud, and Hur’s improved

scheme removes the trusted center in the stateless attribute

revocable CP-ABE scheme. However, neither of these two

schemes outsources the encryption and decryption opera-

tions, and they are not resistant to collusion attacks. Our

newly proposed scheme achieves encryption and decryption

outsourcing, user revocation, stateless attribute revocation,

and effective resistance to collusion attack in the fog. At the

same time, it has multiple authorities and removes the fully

trusted authority center. Thus, our scheme is more efficient

and available.

B. COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD

In Table 4, we theoretically compare the communication

overhead of some CP-ABE schemes, which is mainly caused

by the transmission of update messages, ciphertext, and head

messages in the system.

It can be seen from Table 4 that the total communication

overhead of Hur’s improved scheme and our scheme is larger

than that of Zhang’s scheme, because Hur’s improved scheme

and our scheme introduce the head message Hdr to realize

attribute revocation statelessly, so that users do not need to
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FIGURE 5. Comparison of computation overhead.

be online all the time to get the latest version of attribute

group keys. And the total communication overhead of Hur’s

improved scheme is smaller than that of our scheme, because

the network architecture of Hur’s improved scheme is cloud,

users communicate with the CSP directly. But in the phases

of encryption and decryption, it will bring heavy computation

costs to users.

In the encryption phase, the total communication overhead

generated by all schemes is almost the same, and Chen’s

scheme and our scheme generate less communication over-

head on the user side. But in the decryption phase, Hur’s

improved scheme, Chen’s scheme, and our scheme cause

more communication overhead due to the transmission of

head messages. We note that Zhang’s scheme and Hur’s

improved scheme cannot achieve user revocation, whereas

Chen’s scheme and our scheme cause very little communica-

tion overhead when realizing user revocation. As for attribute

revocation, in Zhang’s scheme, the KA must send update

messages to the revoked user and the unrevoked user to

update the attribute group keys. Frequent attribute revocation

operations can cause both heavy communication overhead

and computation cost. However, Hur’s improved scheme,

Chen’s scheme and our scheme realize attribute revocation by

updating theHdr . There is no requirement for users to update

the attribute group keys online. Andwhen attribute revocation

occurs, Hur’s improved scheme does not generate communi-

cation overhead, because it relies on the cloud to complete the

attribute revocation, which will cause an unbearable burden

on the cloud. This is also the reason for introducing the fog

node. Thus, Chen’s scheme and our scheme are more suitable

for the fog-based smart grid system where members change

frequently.

Compared to Chen’s scheme, our scheme does not increase

the total communication overhead in the system at these

phases, nor does it increase communication overhead on the

user side. However, in order to remove the trusted center and

increase the security of the scheme, our scheme needs the

KA and the CSP to cooperate to generate the user private

key, which increases the system communication overhead,

but does not increase the communication overhead on the user

side.

C. STORAGE OVERHEAD

In Table 5, we theoretically compare the storage over-

head of some CP-ABE schemes, which is mainly caused

by the storage of private keys, ciphertext, and head

messages.

From Table 5, we can conclude that the storage overhead

on users in Chen’s scheme and our scheme is much less

than that one in Zhang’s scheme, Hur’s scheme, and Hur’s

improved scheme. In these five schemes, the storage overhead

on users is just the user private key and the private key

used for attribute revocation. Whereas in Chen’s scheme and

our scheme, the user’s private key is divided into two parts,

the attribute-independent user’s private key and the attribute-

related proxy key. The user only stores the user’s private key

independent of the attribute, and the proxy key related to

the attribute is stored by the CSP or the KA, so the storage

overhead of the user in Chen’s scheme and our scheme is

reduced.
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Whereas the storage cost of Zhang’s scheme on the CSP is

much less than that of Hur’s scheme, Hur’s improved scheme,

Chen’s scheme, and our scheme. This is because the CSP

in Zhang’s scheme only needs to store ciphertext, but the

CSP in the other four schemes not only stores ciphertext but

also stores head messages. However, Zhang’s scheme and

our scheme have a larger storage overhead than that of Hur’s

scheme, Hur’s improved scheme, and Chen’s scheme on the

KA. Because in Zhang’s scheme and our scheme, the KA

needs to store an additional attribute version key or proxy

key, whereas in the other three schemes, the KA only needs

to store its own master private key.

Compared with Chen’s scheme, our scheme generates the

same storage overhead on users. Although our scheme pro-

duces less storage overhead on the CSP, it produces larger

storage overhead on the KA. And our scheme and Chen’s

scheme generate the same total storage overhead on the

KA and the CSP. In addition, Chen’s scheme also incurs

large storage overhead on fog nodes, which is improved by

our scheme. Our scheme resists collusion attack by binding

the user’s leaf private key to the user’s private key, elimi-

nates the need for fog nodes to store the leaf private key

for all attributes of all users. So, in general, our scheme

generates less storage overhead in the system than Chen’s

scheme.

D. COMPUTATION COST

In the actual environment, the resources of users are subject

to certain restrictions, whereas fog nodes and the CSP are

more powerful. Therefore, in Table 6, we compare the users’

computation cost of Zhang’s scheme, Hur’s scheme, Hur’s

improved scheme, Chen’s scheme, and our scheme in encryp-

tion, decryption, and key update phases. In these schemes,

we only consider pairing operations and exponentiation oper-

ations, since the other operations are too fast compared to

pairing operations.

It can be seen from Table 6 that the computation cost of

the encryption and decryption in Hur’s scheme and Hur’s

improved scheme is much larger than that of Zhang’s scheme,

Chen’s scheme, and our scheme. This is because Zhang’s

scheme, Chen’s scheme and our scheme outsource the com-

plex operations from users to fog nodes, which reduces the

burden on data owners and users. In addition, Hur’s scheme,

Hur’s improved scheme, Chen’s scheme, and our scheme

generate more computation cost than Zhang’s scheme when

updating the private key. To revoke attribute statelessly, Hur’s

scheme, Hur’s improved scheme, Chen’s scheme, and our

scheme implicitly store the updated attribute group key in the

head message. And users need to recover the attribute group

key from the head message after receiving it, which causes

more computation cost. Whereas in Zhang’s scheme, when

attribute revocation occurs, each user only needs to perform

an exponential operation, but all users must update the private

key online from time to time. Although the computation

overhead incurred by each user is not large, Zhang’s scheme

imposes a large computation overhead on the system, espe-

cially when there are massive users in the system. Besides,

the computation overhead generated by Chen’s scheme and

our scheme at these phases is exactly the same. However,

in the key generation phase, the KA and the CSP in our

scheme will participate in a 2PC protocol, which will incur

more computation overhead.

Furthermore, we compare the efficiency of Hur’s improved

scheme, Chen’s scheme, and ours in experimental aspect.

We perform these schemes on a Windows 10 system

with an Inter(R) Core(TM) i5-7200 CPU at 2.50 GHz

and 8.00 GB RAM. Both schemes are run by applying

the cpabe toolkit [30] and the Pairing-Based Cryptography

library. The number of attributes used in the experiments

is L = {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}.

Figure 5 shows the computation time of proxy key gen-

eration, encryption, decryption, and key update in Hur’s

improved scheme, Chen’s scheme, and our scheme. Fig-

ure 5(a) gives the comparison of the computation time of

proxy key generation in Chen’ scheme and our scheme.

We find that the computation time of proxy key generation

in both schemes is almost same. Figure 5(b),(d) show the

comparison of encryption and decryption time in these three

schemes respectively. We can observe that the encryption

(decryption) time of data owners (users) in Hur’s improved

scheme is longer than that in Chen’s scheme and our scheme,

and the difference becomes more and more obvious with

the increase of the number of attributes. Because data own-

ers (users) in Hur’s improved scheme need to perform

attribute-related computation, whereas Chen’s scheme and

our scheme outsource all operations related to attributes to

fog nodes. Figure 5(c),(e) show the comparison of encryp-

tion and decryption time on data owners and fog nodes in

Chen’s scheme and our scheme, respectively. These also

show that Chen’s scheme and our scheme outsource complex

calculations to fog nodes, leaving only a small amount of

constant calculations for users. The reason we outsource

the calculations of users to fog nodes is that user resources

are limited and fog nodes have more powerful processing

capabilities.

Figure 5(f) simulates the time of calculating attribute group

keys and updating proxy keys when the number of users in

each attribute group is U = {8, 16, 32, 64, 128} in Chen’s

scheme and our scheme. When users receive the head mes-

sage sent by the CSP, they use the leaf private key and copath

in the head message to calculate the attribute group key.

Then users update their proxy keys with the updated group

keys. This operation only occurs when users request data

stored in the CSP. In fact, users do not need to perform any

key update operation when users or attributes are revoked

continuously. In a word, Chen’s scheme and our scheme add a

little overhead to achieve attribute revocation. And as shown

in Fig. 5, Chen’s scheme and our scheme have the same

computation overhead for users in these three phases. In order

to remove the fully trusted key authority center, our scheme

will add a little overhead in user private key generation

phase.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a revocable multi-authority

CP-ABE scheme without the trusted authority center in the

fog-based smart grid system, which outsources the attribute-

related calculations to fog nodes. The proposed scheme uses

a secure 2PC protocol between the KA and the CSP to

generate the user private key, and none of the two parties

can compute the user’s private key alone. The DH tree is

used to revoke attribute statelessly for the first time, and

solves the problem that Hur’s scheme and Hur’s improved

scheme cannot resist collusion attack. In addition, our scheme

outsources the complex operations to fog nodes, and com-

bines two granular revocation mechanisms, so that more

resource-limited devices can join the fog-based smart grid

system. What’s more, user’s proxy key is not only related

to attribute group key, but also to user’s leaf private key,

which not only improves the security of the scheme, but also

reduces the storage overhead of the system. Security analysis

shows that our scheme can achieve confidentiality, forward

and backward security, and can resist collusion attack. From

the performance evaluation, it can be seen that the users’

encryption and decryption cost in our scheme are relatively

low.
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